Modern Dime Size Silver Coins of the World

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
======================================================================

======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: The ONE DIME coins of the United States of America
beginning with the Liberty Seated Series, are arranged in mint
order and then chronological. The descriptions of the United States
of America series is included in this work for completeness. For
information and earlier dates, the reader is referred to some of the
many fine numismatic books on U.S. coins; particularly the Complete Encyclopedia of U.S. and Colonial Coins, by Walter Breen,
New York, 1988. The few coins illustrated are from the author's
collection. To illustrate this series, contemporary pictures of mines,
cities, ships and other pictures of interest from the periods of the
coinage are shown as a way of highlighting the life of the country
and it's people who used these small coins described.
FOOTNOTE: The U.S. dime (no arrows) of 1873 CC mintmark is
unique in that only one specimen is known is part of the only
complete set of U.S. coins ever assembled, the Eliasberg collection.

An Early Map of United States
======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
CARSON CITY MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1871
1872
1873

20,100
24,000
12,400

rare

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / CC
(mintmark) below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: CC = CARSON CITY
DESIGNER: (obv) Christian Gobrecht
(rev) James B.Longacre
REFERENCE: Y-23

A pack train loaded for a mining camp
FOOTNOTE: Late in the spring of 1859 two grizzled miners were
busy with pickax and shovel in the barren wilderness near where
Virginia City, Nevada, stands today. They were digging a reservoir
to collect water for their crude mining operation. For months the
gold dust they had been able to wash from the nearby gravel
banks had scarcely provided a living. At a depth of four feet one of
the miners felt his pickax strike a hard substance, a heavy block
dirt very different from the surrounding yellowish gravel and clay.
Completely ignorant of the nature of the substance, they washed
it in their “rockers”. They were disappointed to find, instead of fine
yellow gold, a much lighter colored metal, barely tinged with a
golden hue. Not long afterwards they sold their discovery for a
small sum, little realizing that it would turn out to be the Worldrenowned Comstock Mine, one of the richest bodies of silver ore
ever unearthed. The little strip of ground in which this famous orebody is situated produced in 30 years more than $300,000,000
worth of silver and gold. This tremendous production affected the
value of silver and upset the money standards of the whole World.
Tragedy pursued the original discoverers of the huge deposit of
wealth. One Patrick Mclaughlin, died in a few years so poor that he
was buried in a pauper’s grave. The other, Peter O’Riley, died
insane, cherishing the belief that spirits were leading him on to the
discovery of another “Comstock”. H.T.P.Comstock, giving his name
to it, killed himself ten years later after brooding over the fortune he
had let slip through his hands. Comptoms Pictured Encyclopedia,
Chicago, 1922.
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======================================================================

1875 CC - ONE DIME - OBVERSE
This Map of Nevada showing Carson
City, c. 1880, predates Las Vegas
======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
CARSON CITY MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1873
1874

18,791
10,817

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / º DATE ³ below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / CC
(mintmark) below.

======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
CARSON CITY MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1875
1876
1877
1878

4,645,000
8,270,000
7,700,000
200,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around
/ DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / CC
(mintmark) below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: CC = CARSON CITY

EDGE: Reeded

DESIGNER: (obv) Christian Gobrecht
(rev) James B. Longacre

MINT: CC = CARSON CITY

REFERENCE: Y-23A

DESIGNER: (obv) Christian Gobrecht
(rev) James B.Longacre
TYPE: Arrow heads at each side of DATE.
REFERENCE: Y-24
FOOTNOTE: Carson City named in honor of Christopher Carson; or
as more widely known, “Kit” Carson the noted frontiersman and
hunter.

In an old hayfield
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1875 CC - ONE DIME - REVERSE

1912 D - ONE DIME - REVERSE

======================================================================

=====================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
DENVER MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================

FOOTNOTE: Silver is found in ores combined with lead, sulfur, or
other elements, while gold is one of the few metals that is often
found pure, however, most gold is alloyed with silver. Most of the
gold output is coined. Its great advantage as money is that usually
it can not be obtained without great labor, and that if fluctuates little
in value. The average output per miner (1909) does not often
exceed $6 to $12 a week, and, counting wages and cost of machinery, a dollar there fore is expended for each dollar’s worth of
gold produced. All civilized nations use silver for small coins. The
price of silver has been declining for thirty years. Because the
value of gold is nearly constant, while that of silver is subject to
fluctuations, gold is a more reliable standard of value. All large
trading countries send gold or silver coin or bullion to foreign lands
to settle trade balances. Thus the imports of coin and bullion in the
United States exceeds the exports partly because the United States
sells more commodities to many foreign countries than it buys from
them. The average value of silver per ounce in gold dollars was
$1.32 in 1871, falling to $1.13 by 1881. Ten years later (1891) it had
fallen to $.98, dropping by 1896 to $.67 and to $.59 per ounce by
1898. Commercial Geography, Cyrus C. Adams, N.Y. 1912.

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1914

4,060,000
4,080,000
7,490,000
954,000
3,490,000
11,209,000
11,760,000
11,908,000

¿OV: Head of Liberty, facing right wearing Liberty
Cap with laurel over the cap; in front hair, a ribbon inscribed
LIBERTY / B on truncation UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around /
DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / D
(mintmark) below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: D = DENVER
DESIGNER: (obv) B = Charles Barber
(rev) James B.Longacre
REFERENCE: Y-25

Colorado and Denver
Shown on an old map

FOOTNOTE: The United States monetary system is monometallic,
and has been so since 1873, gold being the standard. The dollar
of 100 cents is of par value 4.8665 dollars to the pound sterling.
The monetary unit is accordance with the monetary law of March
14, 1900, is the gold dollar of 25.8 grains ( 1.6718 gramme) .900
fine. Gold coins called double eagles, eagles and half-eagles are
in common use. The silver dollar weighs 412.5 grains or 26.730
grammes .900 fine, and therefore contains 347.25 grains of fine
silver per dollar. The Statesman's Year-Book, London, 1916.
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1912 D - ONE DIME - OBVERSE

1941 D - ONE DIME - OBVERSE

======================================================================

======================================================================

Interior of silver mine
Bars of silver
======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: Denver - Named in honor of James W. Denver, ExGovernor of Kansas. The name was adopted in 1860 upon the
consolidation of the towns of St.Charles and Aurora. Population of
Denver - 1906 - 185,000. Denver is the capital of the State of
Colorado, situated on the right bank of the South Platte River, 15
miles east of the Rocky Mountains. It is well built, having imposing
public and other buildings, and is increasing with extraordinary
rapidity, being the junction of eight important railway systems, and
having various flourishing industries. The climate is peculiarly dry
and salubrious. The town was founded in 1858. The population in
1880; 35,620; in 1889, 85,000; in 1890, 106,713. Cabinet
Cyclopaedia, 1895.

1941 D - ONE DIME - REVERSE
======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: A fasces is a bundle of birch or elm rods bound together with a scarlet band (it is this band around the center that is
referred as ‘split bands’). The fasces is a Roman symbol of authority. The axe is used only at times of necessary to show the power
of life and death. It was from the fasces the Italian Fascists took
their name.
FOOTNOTE: For grading purposes the clean high split bands denote superior grade.
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
DENVER MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1931
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

264,000
9,402,000
22,674,800
9,939,000
19,171,000
1,080,000
6,810,000
5,117,000
6,828,000
4,812,000
4,161,000
5,034,000
1,260,000
6,772,000
10,477,000
16,132,000
14,146,000
5,537,000
24,394,000
21,198,000
45,634,000
60,740,000
71,949,000
62,224,000
40,245,000

rare

¿OV: Head of Liberty with winged cap, facing left,
LIBERTY around, IN GOD / WE TRUST lower left, AW back of
neck / DATE below.
ÀRV: Fasces over laurel branch, UNITED • STATES •
OF • AMERICA around above, E • PLURIBUS / UNUM (Many
Joined Into One) right / n ONE DIME n around below / D
(mintmark) below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: D = DENVER
DESIGNER: AW = Adolph A. Weinman
REFERENCE: Y-26
POPULATION: United States of America - 1930 122,698,190

1964 D - ONE DIME - OBVERSE
======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
DENVER MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

61,043,500
46,835,000
52,841,000
26,034,000
46,803,000
56,529,000
122,100,000
136,433,000
106,397,000
13,959,000
108,015,100
113,354,330
136,564,600
164,919,790
200,160,400
209,146,550
334,948,380
421,476,530
1,357,517,180

frozen date

¿OV: Head of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, facing
left LIBERTY around left, IN GOD / WE TRUST lower left, JS
under bust / DATE below.
ÀRV: Laurel branch, Torch of Liberty, Oak branch
with E•PLURIBUS UNUM (Many Joined Into One) across, D
(mintmark) to left of torch below, • UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
• around above, ONE DIME around below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: D = DENVER
DESIGNER: JS = John R. Sinnock

A Fasces

REFERENCE: Y-27
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New Orleans Steamboat

1964 D - ONE DIME - REVERSE
======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: This type is popularly known as the Roosevelt dime
produced from 1946 through 1964.
FOOTNOTE: The symbols on reverse of the Roosevelt dime mean;
Torch for Liberty, Oak denotes Strength, and Laurel signifying Independence.
======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
NEW ORLEANS MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1845
1849
1850
1851
1852

1,323,000
1,175,000
2,007,500
2,020,000
150,000
230,000
300,000
510,000
400,000
430,000

======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
NEW ORLEANS MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1853
1854

1,100,000
1,770,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, thirteen stars around / º DATE ³
below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME / O (mintmark) within wreath of
laurel below, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: O = NEW ORLEANS
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
TYPE: Arrows at DATE.
REFERENCE: Y-22

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, thirteen stars around / DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME / O (mintmark) within wreath of
laurel below, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: O = NEW ORLEANS
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
REFERENCE: Y-21

New Orleans levee
======================================================================
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
NEW ORLEANS MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1856
1857
1858
1859

1,180,000
1,540,000
290,000
480,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, thirteen stars around / DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME / O (mintmark) within wreath of
laurel below, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around.

======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
NEW ORLEANS MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1891

4,540,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / 1891 below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / O
(mintmark) below.
EDGE: Reeded

EDGE: Reeded
MINT: O = NEW ORLEANS
MINT: O = NEW ORLEANS
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht

DESIGNER: (obv) Christian Gobrecht
(rev) James B.Longacre

TYPE: Arrows removed from the DATE.

REFERENCE: Y-23A

REFERENCE: Y-21A
======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
NEW ORLEANS MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1860

40,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / 1860 below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / O
(mintmark) below.
EDGE: Reeded

FOOTNOTE: Wreaths or branches shown on many coins carry
meanings that trace back through history or are specially identified
with the country of issue. Few numismatists can recall the different agricultural products identified on the new wreath of this series - cotton, corn, tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves. Oak stands
for Liberty. The highest honor that a Roman soldier could receive
was the Civil Crown (wreath) of Oak Leaves. Wreaths on coins
of other countries, include the Rose, national emblem of England,
historically traced back to King Edward I, means Love of Beauty.
The use of the Fleur-de-lis dates as the national emblem of France
from King Louis VII, standing for Purity. The Shamrock of Ireland
stands for Loyalty and the Thistle of Scotland expresses retaliation, while the Pomegranate of Spain equals mature Elegance. The
oriental Chrysanthemum means Cheerfulness. Others stand for;
Laurel - Triumph, Wheat - Prosperity, Corn blossoms - Riches, Palm
branches - Victory. Well known is the Maple leaf of Canada and
the Olive branch, the emblem of Peace. The engravers put these
meaning into the selection of wreath designs as a way of expressing symbolism. The Laurel wreath in ancient Greece formed
the Crown of Honor of Poets and Heroes, and has long been the
symbol of Glory.
======================================================================

MINT: O = NEW ORLEANS
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
TYPE: No stars
REFERENCE: Y-23
FOOTNOTE: New Orleans - The English translation of the French
name Nouvelle Orleans, given by them in honor of the Duc d’Orleans,
then Regent of France.
FOOTNOTE: September 28, 1902 - New Orleans street-car men,
1,800 in number, strike for shorter hours and higher wages - an
eight hour day at twenty-five cents an hour. The American Monthly,
N.Y. Nov., 1902.

Levee in New Orleans
======================================================================
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
NEW ORLEANS MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1906
1907
1908
1909

3,841,700
1,760,000
720,000
440,000
610,000
666,000
2,130,000
2,650,000
2,010,000
5,620,000
4,500,000
8,180,000
2,610,000
5,058,000
1,789,000
2,287,000

¿OV: Head of Liberty, facing right wearing Liberty
Cap with laurel over the cap; in front hair, a ribbon inscriber
LIBERTY / B on truncation UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around /
DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / O
(mintmark) below.

======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853

1,992,500
1,053,115
1,358,580
1,622,500
1,887,500
1,370,000
72,500
1,755,000
31,300
245,000
451,500
839,000
1,931,500
1,026,500
1,535,500
95,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, thirteen stars around / DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME / within wreath of laurel below,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around.

EDGE: Reeded

EDGE: Reeded

MINT: O = NEW ORLEANS

MINT: (no mintmark) = PHILADELPHIA

DESIGNER: B = Charles Barber

DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht

REFERENCE: Y-25

REFERENCE: Y-21

POPULATION: New Orleans - 1890 - 242,039 and
1900 - 287,104

POPULATION: United States - 1840 - 17,069,453 and
1850 - 23,191,876

FOOTNOTE: New Orleans, Louisiana, chiefly on the left bank of
the Mississippi, 115 miles above its mouth. The alluvial flat on
which it stands is a mere swamp, and the town is only saved from
the inundations of river by a strong levee or embankment, built
along the city front, and 200 miles above and 50 miles below,
extending also around the city in the rear. The nucleus of the town
is built around a bend of the river. The streets in this portion are
mostly narrow, but many of those in the suburbs are spacious and
handsome, and lined with shade-trees. The public buildings are
neither numerous nor remarkable, and the manufactures are inconsiderable. New Orleans is simply the outlet for the produce of
the counties drained by the Mississippi - sugar, molasses, rice,
tobacco, Indian corn, wheat, oats, flour, and above all, cotton.
Ships of the largest size can now reach the city docks. The yellow
fever has often caused great mortality during the summer months;
but these epidemics have been greatly mitigated by the adoption of
sanitary measures and drainage on a grand scale. Population New Orleans - 1896 - 242,039. Cabinet Cyclopaedia, 1896.

FOOTNOTE: Dime - weight changed by Act of January 18, 1837 to
41.25 grains and fineness changed to .900.

FOOTNOTE: As late as 1870 America remained relatively poor, for
America, so far as her export trade went, relied on agriculture
alone. To build her roads she had to borrow, and she expected to
pay dear; but she did not calculate on having to pay twice the
capital she borrowed, estimating that capital in the only merchandise she had to sell. Yet this is very nearly what occurred. Agricultural prices fell so rapidly that between 1890 and 1897, when the
sharpest pressure prevailed, it took something like twice the weight
of wheat or cotton to repay a dollar borrowed in 1873, that would
have sufficed to satisfy the creditor when the debt was contracted. Merchandise enough could not be shipped to meet the
emergency, and balances had to be paid in coin.The New Industrial Revolution, B.Adams, Atlantic Monthly, Feb., 1901.
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======================================================================

=====================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1853
1854
1855

12,078,010
4,470,000
2,075,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, thirteen stars around / º DATE ³
below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME / within wreath of laurel below,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: (no mintmark) = PHILADELPHIA
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
TYPE: Arrows at DATE to denote weight changed by
Act of Congress February 21, 1853 to 38.4 grains,
fineness continues at .900. This type is popularly
known as the Seated Liberty with arrows dime.
REFERENCE: Y-22

Western Pennsylvania oil wells
======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: Philadelphia comes from the Greek word meaning
‘Brotherly Love’.
FOOTNOTE: The first American mint was opened in 1792 in Philadelphia. The second mint for the United States of America was
established in 1838 at New Orleans. Mississippi had been admitted
as a State in 1817. The third mint was opened in 1854 at San
Francisco and was the outcome of the California gold discoveries.
In 1870 minting operations began at Carson City, Nevada. Branch
mints were opened in the 1838-61 in Dahlonega, Georgia and
Charlotte, North Carolina to handle the newly-mined gold from that
area. Neither mint struck any one dime denomination coins. One
dime coinage was first struck with 1906 date at the Denver mint,
with the last of this denomination produced at San Francisco in
1955, Philadelphia continued to strike one dime coinage in silver
until 1964.
======================================================================

FOOTNOTE: The City of Philadelphia was founded in 1682-3 by
William Penn, who with a colony of Friends, had come to America
to settle a tract of land granted to him by King Charles II, in payment
of a debt due by Government to his father. Before attempting any
overt acts of sovereignty, however, Penn acknowledged and purchased the rights of aborigines. Centennial Book of Reference,
Phila.,1875.
======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1856
1857
1858
1859

5,780,000
5,580,000
1,540,000
430,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, thirteen stars around / DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME / within wreath of laurel below,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: (no mintmark) = PHILADELPHIA
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht

Philadelphia, Pa.
======================================================================

TYPE: Arrows removed from the DATE.
REFERENCE: Y-21A
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873

Philadelphia Mint steam press
======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: The United States Bureau of the Mint was established
as a Division of the Treasury Department in 1873. It has charge of
the coinage for the government and makes assays of the precious
metals for private owners. The rolling machines are four in number. The rollers are adjustable and the space between them is
governed by the operator. About two hundred ingots are run
through per hour on each pair of rollers. When the rolling is completed the strip is about six feet long. As it is impossible to roll
perfectly true it is necessary to “draw” these strips, after being
softened by annealing. The drawing benches resemble long tables,
with a bench on either side, at one end of which is an iron box
secured to the table. In this are fastened two perpendicular steel
cylinders. These are at the same distance apart that the thickness
of the strip is required to be. It is drawn between the cylinders,
which reduces the whole to an equal thickness. These strips are
now taken to the cutting machines, each of which will cut 225
planchets per minute. The press now used consists of a vertical
steel punch. From a strip worth $1100. about $800 of planchets
will be cut. These are then removed to the adjusting room, where
they are adjusted. After inspection they are weighed on very
accurate scales. If a planchet is too heavy, but near the weight, it
is filed off at the edges; if too heavy for filing, it is thrown aside
with the light ones to be re-melted. The planchets, after being
adjusted, are taken to the coining and milling room, and are pressed
through the milling machine. The planchets are fed to this machine
through upright an tube, and as they descend are caught upon the
edge of a revolving wheel and carried about a quarter of a revolution, during which the edge is compressed and forced up. By this
apparatus 560 half-dimes can be milled in a minute; for large pieces
the average is 120. The massive but delicate coining presses coin
from 80 to 100 pieces a minute. These presses are attended by
ladies and do their work in a perfect manner. After being stamped
the coins are taken to the coiner’s room. The light and heavy coins
are kept separate in coining, and when delivered to the Treasurer
they are mixed in such proportions as to give him full weight in
every delivery...(1892) Cabinet Cyclopaedia, 1895.

607,000
1,884,000
847,550
14,460
11,470
10,500
8,725
6,625
464,600
256,600
471,500
907,710
2,396,450
1,568,600

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: (no mintmark) = PHILADELPHIA
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
REFERENCE: Y-23
FOOTNOTE: The Act of February 12, 1873 which changed the
weight of the dime brought the exchange value of 10 dimes, equal
to one dollar, to equal the silver 5 franc of France and the other
members of the Latin Monetary Union including; Switzerland, Italy
and Belgium, which was established in 1865 with Greece joining in
1868. At the time the United States suspended the minting of additional silver dollars until 1878, as the silver dollar contained 412.5
grains .900 fine silver compared to the 5 franc at 385.8 grains or
25 grams .900 fine, 62 % greater weight. The subsidiary coinage
of the Latin Monetary Union was further debased having a standard of .835 fine for all but the 5 franc. The goal of the Latin
Monetary Union was to establish a standard based on the ratio of
15.5 to 1 between silver and gold. The commercial ratio in the
United States has continued to increase (dropping the value of
silver) until the decline which occurred during World War I.

FOOTNOTE: Seignorage - Where free coinage exists any mint
charge or seignorage will act as a check upon the readiness with
which private persons bring bullion to the mint for coinage. On the
other hand, such a seignorage offers an inducement to the state to
coin money freely. If it yields to the temptation it may gain an immediate advantage, but not without jeopardizing the security of its
currency and running the risk of depreciating the value of its issues. Monetary legislation authorizing underweight coins usually
limits the amount of such issues. New International Encyclopedia,
1910.
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1874 - ONE DIME - OBVERSE
======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1873
1874

2,378,500
2,940,700

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / º DATE ³ below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below.
EDGE: Reeded

1874 - ONE DIME - REVERSE
======================================================================

FOOTNOTE: Philadelphia Railway (horse-cars). Single fare, 7 cents,
or four tickets for 25 cents; good on any passenger railway in the
city; children under ten years of age, 4 cents. All railroads running
east and west, exchange with those running north and south, and
those running north and south exchange with those running east
and west, “excepting Ridge Avenue, and Union Line.” Exchange
tickets, 9 cents, good only from the junction, and on the day issued. Philadelphia City P.R.W.,Co., (Chestnut and Walnut streets.)
Main Line - Depot, 42nd and Chestnut streets. Green car, Red light.
- Fairmount Park Branch - Yellow car, Maroon light - Frankfort
Branch. White car, Red flag, Green light, etc. Places of Interest;
United States mint, Chestnut below Broad street. Centennial Book
of Reference, Phila, 1875.
======================================================================

MINT: (no mintmark) = PHILADELPHIA
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
TYPE: Arrows at DATE to denote the weight changed
by Act of Congress on February 12, 1873 to2.5 grams
or 38.58 grains. The coinage of silver dollars was
discontinued by the same Act until reauthorized by Act
of February 28, 1878.
REFERENCE: Y-24
POPULATION: United States - 1860 - 31,443,321 and
1870 - 38,558,371

View of Philahelphia in 1902
======================================================================
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==================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1891
1890

10,350,700
11,461,150
7,310,510
1,678,800
15,100
37,355
24,975
3,911,100
7,675,712
3,366,380
2,533,427
6,377,570
11,286,939
5,496,487
7,380,711
9,911,541
15,310,600

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / DATE below.

American Indians in the West -1880
======================================================================

ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: (no mintmark) = PHILADELPHIA
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
TYPE: Arrows removed.
REFERENCE: Y-23A
FOOTNOTE: Hard times are with us; the country is distracted; very
few things are marketable at a price above the cost of production;
tens of thousands are out of employment; the jails, penitentiaries,
workhouses, and insane asylums are full; the gold reserve at
Washington is sinking; the government is running at a loss with a
deficit in every Department; a huge debt hangs like an appalling
cloud over the country; taxes have assumed the importance of a
mortgage, and 50 per cent of the public revenues are likely to go
delinquent; hungered and half-starved men are banding into armies
and marching toward Washington; the cry of distress is heard on
every hand; business is paralyzed, commerce is at a standstill;
riots and strikes prevail throughout the land; schemes to remedy
out ills when put into execution are smashed like box-cars in a
railroad wreck, and Wall Street looks in vain for an excuse to
account for the failure of prosperity to return since the repeal of
the Silver Purchase Act, Population - United States - 1880 50,155,783. Coin’s Financial School, 1894.

======================================================================

FOOTNOTE: Alaska, a Territory belonging to the United States,
formerly belonging to Russia, but was made over to the United
States in 1867 for a sum of 7,200,000 dollars. Alaska produces
excellent timber. Numbers of furbearing animals abound. Gold is
mined in several locations. Coal is abundant. The aboriginal inhabitants consist of Esqumaux and Indians. The seat of Government is
Sitka, on Baranoff Island. Population - Alaska - 1890 - 30,329 of
whom 4,419 are white. Cabinet Cyclopaedia, 1895.

FOOTNOTE: United States of America in 1880 - The leading pursuits are manufactures and commerce; but other industries, especially are agriculture, the fisheries, grazing, mining and lumbering,
are extensively carried on in different sections. The Indian Territory was originally a part of the Louisiana purchase. It has been
reduced by the successive formation of states. An unoccupied
portion of Indian Territory was thrown open to public settlement in
1889. Geography, William Swinton, New York, 1890.

Cotton spinning in the East - 1890
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

1906 - ONE DIME - OBVERSE
======================================================================

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

12,121,245
3,340,792
1,330,972
690,880
2,000,762
10,869,264
16,320,735
19,580,846
17,600,912
18,860,478
21,380,777
19,500,755
14,601,027
14,552,350
19,958,406
22,220,575
10,600,545
10,240,650
11,520,551
18,870,543
19,350,700
19,760,622
17,360,655
5,620,450
18,490,000

¿OV: Head of Liberty, facing right wearing Liberty
Cap with laurel over the cap; in front hair, a ribbon inscriber
LIBERTY / B on truncation UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around /
DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: (no mintmark) = PHILADELPHIA
DESIGNER: Charles Barber
REFERENCE: Y-25
POPULATION: United States - 1890 - 62,622,250
1900 - 75,477,467 and 1910 - 91,972,266
======================================================================

1906 - ONE DIME - REVERSE
======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: This type is popularly known as the Barber dime, with
the cereal wreath reverse of cotton, corn, tobacco, wheat, and
oak leaves.
FOOTNOTE: The cost of commodities in 1905; silver $0.61 oz.,
beef $0.08 lb., butter $0.24 lb., eggs $0.27 doz., sugar $0.05 lb.,
and coffee $0.08 lb. Bureau of Labor, U.S.1905.

American wheat harvesting
======================================================================
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

1937 - ONE DIME - OBVERSE
======================================================================

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

22,180,080
55,230,000
26,680,000
35,740,000
59,030,000
1,230,000
50,130,000
24,010,000
26,610,000
32,160,000
28,080,000
19,480,000
25,970,000
6,770,000
3,150,000
24,080,000
58,830,000
87,504,130
66,865,756
22,198,728
67,749,321
65,361,827
175,106,557
205,432,329
191,710,000
231,410,000
159,130,000

¿OV: Head of Liberty with winged cap, facing left,
LIBERTY around, IN GOD / WE TRUST lower left, AW back of
neck / DATE below.
ÀRV: Fasces over laurel branch, UNITED • STATES •
OF • AMERICA around above, E•PLURIBUS / UNUM (Many Joined
Into One) right / n ONE DIME n around below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: (no mintmark) = PHILADELPHIA
DESIGNER: AW = Adolph A. Weinman
REFERENCE: Y-26
POPULATION: United States - 1920 - 105,710,620 and
1930 - 123,202,624 and 1940 - 132,164,569

1937 - ONE DIME - REVERSE
======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: The 1937 ONE DIME illustrated is from the 1937 proof
sets. This dime is from the authors collection.
FOOTNOTE: This type is popularly known as the Mercury dime.
FOOTNOTE: The motto: E PLURIBUS UNUM is Latin for Out of
Many, One.

FOOTNOTE: Seignorage is the profit earned by the mint from the
substantial difference in the value of coins minted and the value of
unminted metal of equal quantity. As the United States Government
buys newly mined domestic silver in 1940 at a price of 90.5 cents
per fine ounce, it puts only 6.5 cents worth of silver in a dime. The
difference of 3.5 cents, less cost of minting operations and cost of
alloy, accrues as seignorage to the government.
FOOTNOTE; Until 1933 the one dime coins of the United States of
America were legal tender up to $10.00. Under the Roosevelt
Presidency this was changed to any amount. President Roosevelt
was the founder of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
later renamed the National Foundation-March of Dimes. It therefore
was fitting upon his death to dedicate the portrait on the dime to
him.
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
PHILADELPHIA MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1951 - ONE DIME - OBVERSE
======================================================================

255,250,000
121,520,000
74,950,000
30,940,000
50,181,500
103,937,602
99,122,073
53,618,920
114,243,503
12,828,381
109,309,384
161,407,952
32,785,652
86,929,291
72,081,602
96,758,244
75,668,019
126,725,645
933,310,762

frozen date

¿OV: Head of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, facing
left LIBERTY around left, IN GOD / WE TRUST lower left, JS
under bust / DATE below.
ÀRV: Laurel branch, Torch of Liberty, Oak branch
with E PLURIBUS UNUM (Many Joined Into One) across, •
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA • around above, ONE DIME around
below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: (no mintmark) = PHILADELPHIA
DESIGNER: JS = John R. Sinnock
REFERENCE: Y-27
POPULATION: United States - 1950 - 151,625,798
and 1960 - 179,323,175
FOOTNOTE: This type is popularly known as the Roosevelt dime.
The first Roosevelt dimes were released on January 30, 1946, the
former President’s birthday. The new design was the work of
John R. Sinnock. He was born in New Mexico Territory in 1888 and
moved to Philadelphia to attend the School of Industrial Design. He
was appointed assistant engraver of the mint at Philadelphia in
1923 and became Chief Engraver in 1925. He died in 1947 after a
outstanding career during which he designed several U.S. coins
and many presidential medals and World War II medals, including
the Purple Heart medal.

1951- ONE DIME - REVERSE
======================================================================
.
FOOTNOTE: 1951 ONE DIME illustrated is from the 1951 proof
sets.
FOOTNOTE: There is a popular story which circulated when the
new Roosevelt dimes were first issued. The designer John R.
Sinnock, places a small set of initals JS under the bust of President Roosevelt. A rumor started that this was a communist conspiracy and the JS stood for Joseph Stalin. Of course this was not
true and in time the misconception died down.

FOOTNOTE: Proof silver dimes in the Roosevelt series minted at
the Philadelphia mint, started with low mintages and increased
during the fifteen years as listed; 1950 - 51,386, 1951 - 57,500,
1952 - 81,980, 1953 - 128,800, 1954 - 233,300, 1955 - 378,200,
1956 - 669,384, 1957 - 1,247,952, 1958 - 875,652, 1959 - 1,149,291,
1960 - 1,691,602, 1961 - 3,218,019, 1962 - 3,218,019, 1963 3,075,645, and 1964 - 3,950,762.
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======================================================================

View of San Francisco in 1902
======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
SAN FRANCISCO MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1856
1858
1859

70,000
60,000
60,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, thirteen stars around / DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME / S (mintmark) within wreath of
laurel below, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around.
EDGE: Reeded

======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
SAN FRANCISCO MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.49 GRAMS
======================================================================
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872

172,500
180,750
157,500
230,000
175,000
135,000
140,000
260,000
450,000
50,000
320,000
190,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / S
(mintmark) below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: S = SAN FRANCISCO
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
REFERENCE: Y-23
======================================================================

MINT: S = SAN FRANCISCO
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
TYPE: Arrows removed from the DATE.
REFERENCE: Y-21A
FOOTNOTE: During 1858 the first overland mail by “Pony Express”
arrived from San Francisco at St. Louis. It required twenty-three
days and four hours.
======================================================================

Trains, telegraph & telephones
cross America
======================================================================

Harvesting in California
======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: San Francisco, the principal seaport on the western
coast of North America, and chief city of California...has a fine
harbor, well-built streets, handsome shops, gas and water works,
and elegant public buildings, among which are the Custom House,
Mint, City Hall, Marine Hospital, City Hospital, theatres, orphan asylums, a convent, etc. There are 75 churches, 11 daily and 46 other
newspapers, numerous schools and charitable institutions, and
several fire insurance companies. Of the population attracted by
the discovery of gold in 1848 to San Francisco, a great number are
Irish, German, British, French and Chinese...Among the manufacturing establishments are flour-mills, saw-mills, woolen factories,
and iron foundries. The Union Pacific Railroad completed in 1870,
makes San Francisco an important point as the commercial highway from Europe and Eastern United States to Asia. Population San Francisco - 1874 - 290,000. Library of Universal Knowledge,
N.Y. 1880.
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
SAN FRANCISCO MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1873
1874

455,000
240,000

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / º DATE ³ below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / S
(mintmark) below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: S = SAN FRANCISCO

======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
SAN FRANCISCO MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1875
1876
1877
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891

9,070,000
10,420,000
2,340,000
564,969
43,690
206,524
4,454,450
1,720,000
972,678
1,423,076
3,196,116

¿OV: Liberty, wearing Greek chiton, with neck and
arms bare, seated to right upon a rock, her head turned to left;
she holds in left hand a pole surmounted by liberty cap, the right
hand supporting the shield of the United States; on a scroll
across the shield, LIBERTY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
around / DATE below.

DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
TYPE: Arrows at DATE.

ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / S
(mintmark) below.

REFERENCE: Y-24
EDGE: Reeded
FOOTNOTE: San Francisco, the chief town and seaport of California and of the Western coast of North America. The streets are
straight, and intersect each other at right angles. The busiest
streets are paved with stone, but most of the others are planked.
The town is lighted with gas, water is brought by an aqueduct
from a distance of 30 miles. Among the principal buildings are the
Custom-House, City-hall, Mint, Marine Hospital, Merchants’ Exchange, California Bank, Nevada Bank, several theatres, numerous churches, the Free Public Library (with 70,000 volumes), the
Mechanics Institute, a school of Design, and two medical Colleges.
Cars worked by underground cables run through most of the
streets. The houses are generally built of wood and finished with
cement. San Francisco is a gay city, and is the ‘Paris’ of the Pacific
Coast of the United States. One quarter of the town is occupied
exclusively by Chinese. Manufacturing establishments include
sugar-refineries, woolen and silk mills, manufactures of watches,
boots, carriages, furniture, acids, iron and brass ware, silver goods,
etc. San Francisco in 1847 had only a population of some 500. In
1848 gold was discovered and a rush took place, which had
raised the population in 1852 to 34,870. In 1890 the population of
San Francisco was 298,997. New Cabinet Cyclopaedia,
Phila.,1896.
======================================================================

MINT: S = SAN FRANCISCO
DESIGNER: Christian Gobrecht
TYPE: Arrows removed.
REFERENCE: Y-23A
FOOTNOTE: San Francisco is the second largest city in the State
of California. Its magnificent harbor and its advantageous situation
have made it the most important seaport on the west coast of
North America. Its commercial importance has greatly increased
since the opening of the Panama Canal. The city is unusually hilly.
Among the best known hills in the city are Telegraph Hill, Nob Hill,
and Russian Hill. On Nob Hill were the palatial houses of the early
millionaires who made their fortunes in the gold mines of the State.
The streets for the most part are broad and well paved. South of
Market Street, the chief thoroughfare, they are practically level.
North of that, however they run with a steep grade. The most
important industries of the city include the manufacture of boots
and shoes, bread and bakery products, clothing, copper, tin and
sheet iron products, printing and publishing, machine shop products, flour and grist mill products. In 1835 the site of San Francisco
was occupied by an Englishman who erected a tent here. The
village soon grew up and was united with the Spanish Mission in
1846. Two years later, on discovery of gold, adventurers from all
parts of the world came to California. By 1850 the city had a
population of 25,000. Owing to disorder and corrupt municipal
management, a vigilance committee was organized in 1850-1, which
dealt severely with criminals and established good government.
On April 18, 1906, the city was devastated by a fire, resulting from
an earthquake. Only 450 lives were lost but the larger part of the
city was destroyed. It was quickly rebuilt. Population of San
Francisco (c.1920) 506,676. New Universities Encyclopedia,
N.Y. 1924.
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
SAN FRANCISCO MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

990,710
2,491,401
24
1,120,000
575,056
1,342,844
1,702,507
1,867,493
5,168,270
593,022
2,070,000
613,300
800,000
6,855,199
3,136,640
3,178,470
3,220,000
1,000,000
1,240,000
3,520,000
3,420,000
510,000
2,100,000
960,000
5,820,000

rare

¿OV: Head of Liberty, facing right wearing Liberty
Cap with laurel over the cap; in front hair, a ribbon inscriber
LIBERTY / B on truncation UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around /
DATE below.
ÀRV: ONE / DIME within wreath of cotton, corn,
tobacco, wheat, and oak leaves tied with ribbon below / S
(mintmark) below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: S = SAN FRANCISCO
DESIGNER: Charles Barber
REFERENCE: Y-25
FOOTNOTE: The 1894 S dime - Only 14 known - There are contradictory stories about the origin of the rarest United States dime.
Former San Francisco Mint Superintendent J.Daggett relates how
he had ordered the striking of 24 proof dimes in 1894 and then
distributed them to eight friends. Three were given to his young
daughter Hallie, telling her to put them away until she was as old as
he was, at which time she would be able to sell them for a good
price. However, this promise of future riches gave way to the
more immediate pleasure of a dish of ice cream in exchange the
one of the new 1984 S dimes. However, Hallie did retain the other
two coins for some 60 years and finally sold them in 1954. Another
story about the 1894 S dime, from a 1900 Numismatic publication,
in which J.C.Michelson of Kansas City claims that “while 24 were
originally struck, only 14 went into circulation, the remaining 10
being restruck (e.g. destroyed).”

FOOTNOTE: The Mint and the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake and
Fire - All morning the rumor had spread that an armed gang was
massing to storm the San Francisco United States Branch Mint at
the corner of Fifth and Mission streets and rob it of over two
hundred million dollars in U.S. coins and gold & silver bullion stored
in its vaults. The mint's superintendent, Frank Leach, heard the
rumor as soon he stepped off the Oakland ferry. By the time he
reached the mint, the story had gained credence enough to warrant precautionary measures. Brigadier General Fulston dispatched
a company of troops from the Sixth Infantry, under the command of
Lieutenant Jackson, to guard the Mint. The troops took up defensive positions on the roof. From the top of the building they could
fire directly along Mission and Fifth Streets or across Turk and
Eddy Streets. Fire Captain Jack Brady arrived next to supervise
the building's defense against the destructive fire. The Mint built in
1874 was a commanding structure of granite and sandstone blocks,
in the heart of the city of San Francisco. It had withstood the
earthquake well, with only minor damage to the building. With the
threat of armed attack now under control, by midday Leach marshaled the sixty men in the mint to prepare to fight the approaching
fire. The mint's heavy iron shutters across the ground-floor windows were bolted shut. Then the men went to the roof to remove
the tar roofing. They ripped it away with iron bars and picks .Then
buckets of blue vitriol were hoisted up from the refinery and the
liquid was mopped over the exposed roof beams. Fortunately the
mint had its own water supply. But the earthquake had broken the
pump from the artesian well buried beneath the vaults. Captain
Bradly was able to improvise a quick repair, and soon after midday
the pump could be hand-operated. By this time the mint was completely surrounded by the flames, which extended for blocks on
either side. On the exposed roof the defenders, blackened by
smoke, deafened by the crash of falling buildings, were faced
with a fresh menace. At about 3:PM, the wind carried a fire stream
of cinders toward them. It swooped over their heads and plunged
into the mint's inner courtyard, setting fire to the stripped tar there.
With quick action, Lieutenant Armstrong grabbed a bucket and
dropped down to the exposed rafters. The San Francisco Mint,
after a seven-hour battle was saved. Leaving a blackened building, its heavy iron shutters buckled by the heat, still standing. The
artesian well continued to pump, and a bucket brigade kept the
walls and exposed rafters damp. In the courtyard Army Lieutenant
Armstrong, lay on a pile of coats, his eyes covered, his hands and
face burned by the vitriol he had poured on burning tar stripped
from the roof. Looking out from the roof, Superintendent Frank
Leach of the Mint, saw a scene of nearly total devastation. He
turned away and climbed down to the courtyard where the sixty
men who had saved the mint sat exhausted. Thanking them, he
told them: "Appears to be nothing left out there. It's all gone. Most of
the city of San Francisco seems to have burned out". The fire
lasted seventy-four hours and left the city in near total destruction
- The Great Fire of San Francisco, but the Mint still stands.The San
Francisco Earthquake, G.Thomas & M.Witts, New York, 1971.
======================================================================

FOOTNOTE: The 1894 S dime is the one of the super rarities of
American Numismatics, considered in the class of the “Big Three”
which include the 1804 silver dollar, and the 1913 Liberty head
nickel. This ranks with the Japanese 1880 10 sen issue with a
mintage of only 77.
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======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
SAN FRANCISCO MINT
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

1940 S - ONE DIME - OBVERSE
======================================================================

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

10,450,000
27,330,000
19,300,000
8,850,000
13,820,000
6,440,000
7,120,000
5,850,000
1,520,000
4,770,000
7,400,000
4,730,000
1,843,000
1,800,000
15,840,000
9,210,000
9,740,000
8,090,000
10,540,000
21,560,000
43,090,000
49,300,000
60,400,000
49,490,000
41,920,000

¿OV: Head of Liberty with winged cap, facing left,
LIBERTY around, IN GOD / WE TRUST lower left, AW back of
neck / DATE below.

======================================================================

ÀRV: Fasces over laurel branch, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA around above, E•PLURIBUS / UNUM (Many Joined Into
One) right / n ONE DIME n around below / S (mintmark)
below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: S = SAN FRANCISCO
DESIGNER: AW = Adolph A. Weinman
REFERENCE: Y-26
======================================================================

1940 S - ONE DIME - REVERSE
======================================================================
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1955 S - ONE DIME - OBVERSE

1955 S - ONE DIME - REVERSE

======================================================================
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
SAN FRANCISCO
======================================================================
ONE DIME 17.9MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

======================================================================

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

27,900,000
34,840,000
35,520,000
13,510,000
20,440,000
31,630,000
44,419,500
39,180,000
22,860,000
18,510,000

FOOTNOTE: The silver dime of the Roosevelt series, weighs
.072338 pure silver. When the last U.S. silver dimes were minted
and date 1964 the price of silver was $1.29 per ounce, which
translates into an intrinsic value of about 9 and third cents for the
dime. When silver increased upwards of $50. per ounce twenty
years later, the intrinsic value of a dime was around $3.62. Years
later with silver in the average $5. range the value is again only
about .36 cents U.S. This has a interesting relation to the collection
of this series, namely the value of the coins will not much be
effected by the silver value, rather the general numismatic interest, condition and scarcity.
======================================================================

¿OV: Head of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, facing
left LIBERTY around left, IN GOD / WE TRUST lower left, JS
under bust / DATE below.
ÀRV: Laurel branch, Torch of Liberty, Oak branch
with E PLURIBUS UNUM (Many Joined Into One) across, S
(mintmark) to left of torch below, • UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
• around above, ONE DIME around below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: S = SAN FRANCISCO
DESIGNER: JS = John R. Sinnock
REFERENCE: Y-27
FOOTNOTE: The 1955 S dime was the last of this series from the
San Francisco mint.
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